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In this paper a formula of probability density function expressed in terms 
of Hankel transform is introduced. The application of the formula to a problem 
of generalized multidimensional random flights and some other physical pheno-
mena where random fluctuation is of main concern is discussed in some details. 
I. Introduction 
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In his "Cybernetics", N. Wienert) emphasizes his standpoint that almost all phenomona 
contain in an explicit sense random and irreversible processes which need statistical 
treatment, and he enumerates facts illustrating his theory in various fields of "gravita-
tional astronomy", "meteorology", "power engineering", "communication engineering", 
"biology", etc. Mathematical models of the random process such as "ruin problem", 
"diffusion process", "random walks", "asymptotic distribution", "Wiener process", 
"Brownian motion", etc. have been investigated by Pearson, Rayleigh, Kluyver, Treloar, 
Chandrasekhar, Uhlenbeck. Langevin, Ornstein, Smoluchowski, Rice, Nakagami, weyl, 
etc., as mentioned in the previous paper. 
Let us now try to illustrate the irreversible process. When a random process under-
goes a kind of "averaging operation" one can see an irreversible property come into 
the picture. Suppose a random process has a certain mean value. No one can assert 
this process is a unique one which has the particular mean value, since there can pos-
sibly be many distinct random processes having identically the same mean value. 
In this paper a formula of probability density function expressed jn terms of Hankel 
transform of order JJ is introduced and a general expression and its application to the 
problem of multidimensional random flights and some other physical phenomena are 
given. Because of limited space details of calculation will be omitted to avoid lengthiness. 
II. An n..cJ.imensional probability density function in a form of Hankel transform 
of order J.I 
Suppose variables, Xk (K =1.2.· .. ·· .. ··.N) are governed by a certain probability density 
function P (Xb .... ··· .. ,XN) assigned a priori. One may ask: What is the probabiblity density 
function of R or E (= R2) when 
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N 
R2 == :::E Xk2 Ci. e .• hypersphere)? ·········(1) 
k=l 
Expanding a random fluctuation f (t) in an orthonormal series, one can write 
f(t) == :Eft • <Pi(t). I 
J: ·········(2) fi == 2 f(t)<Pi(t)*p(t)dt==(f .<Pi). 
tl 
and from Parseval equation the norm Ufl! becomes 
Ilfll == :::E Ifd 2 (1IfI12==(f,f)). ·········(3) 
Now the problem of determining the probability density P (f) from P (fi) given a priori 
is substantially equal to the previous question. Let {CPi (t)} be trigonometric series or 
( sinC2nwt -nn) l U· F' I' d F . . 1 . t 1 th i -2- t J' smg ouner ana YS1S an our1er smg e 1n egra eorem, one 
" nW -nn. 
obtains, respectively from Eqs. (2) and (3), the following expressions, one due to S. O. 
Rice4) 8) and the other due to C. E. Shannon. 3) 8) 
• .... ·• .. (4) 
f( ) == '" sin(21rwt -1rn) I t ~Xn 21rwt -ll'n 
1 JT {2 1 2TW 2 ( n ) 
T _T/2f (t)2dt = 2TW ~lxn; Xn == f 2W 
........ ·(5) 
Here in Eq. (5) f (t) is taken to be zero for time and frequency outside the intervals T 
and W. 
In general a joint probability distribution Q CRlJ" .... ,Rk) 
Q(RI, .... ··.Rk) = f~ "'f~ P(rl,·· .... • rk) j~ Dj(rj)drj. } 
Dj(rj)==l(rj<R,) ; ==O(rj>Rj). 
Using the discontinuous integral by Weber-Schafheitlin5) 
00 () 1 (r<R) } RmJ Im(RA)]m-1 rA dA= 
o r m - 1 0 (r>R) 
in place of Dj (rj), one obtains for K = 1 and m :> 1/2 
P (R) dQ(R) Rm • foe. Al (AR)lm-1 (Ar)dA dR 0 m-l rm 1 • 
or more explicitly 
Rm JO<> peR) -1 r() FO)Am]m-l(AR)dA. 2ffl. m 0 
F(A) = 2m-t.r(m) fOC> 1m-tOR) P(R)dR 
Am-l 0 Rm-l 
== rem) Im-10R) (AR/2)m-l 
LimFO) =1. 
1-0 
1 
f 
can be expressed as7l10) 
.. • ...... (7) 
...... • .. {8) 
.. ...... ·(9) 
........ ·(10) 
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These relations show that P(R) is uniquely determined by ..Qn == Ran ( = En). By applying 
N-dimensional polar coordinate transformationslOI : 
(Xl, ...... ,xN)-+(R,8I ," ...• ,8N-I) , (ttl. ...... ,ttN)-+(A,({Jlo ...... ,({IN-D 
to P(XhX2 .. ····,XN) in Eq. (1) and to its characteristic function F(ll-h""",/.lN), one can also 
derive Eq. (9) for m = N/2 (use Eq. (32) and 
where 
FO) in Eqs. (lj) is found to be equivalent to Eq. do) from the inversion formula of Hankel 
transform of order II (=m- 1 ). S(N) and d&(N) denote respectively the surface area and 
incremental surface area of unit hypersphere. 
III. General expressions for random phenomena: Bessel distribution 
If xis in Eq. (1) are normally distributed with the joint density function: 
N 
=11 n(xi;Ai,q2);Ai=8il· A , 
i=l 
(xi-Ai)\! 
......... (12) 
where A is a constant (or stationary part) which corresponds to ao/2 in Eq. (4), the 
amplitude characteristic function FO) in Eqs. (lj) can be written explicitly as 
-~A2 4m rem) 2»'--1 
F(A) = e • CAA)m 1 Jm-l (AA) • 
(A2=Eo=!JI-!Jo), m=N/2. """"'(13) 
Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (9), one obtains2111 
( 2mAR ) Im-t !J1 _A2 
......... (14) 
......... (15) 
RK = (!JI-:nAa )K/2. r(m+K/2) F ( K r (m) I 1 - 2 ; m ; ...... ···(16) 
by using an identity: 
ZlI-K • IlI-K(Z) = ( z'k )K {ZlIIlI(Z)} 
and the Kummer's first transformationS) for the confluent hypergeometric series. For a 
nonnormal random phenomenon in which Eq. (t2J does not hold one may still use Eq. O!I} 
by assuming a slowly varying part of fluctuation to be equal to A. A special case when 
Q(A) = (Q (R) R=A represents the effect of mixing randomly varying parts on the statio-
nary part A. 
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2m All 
1 [ - 01-AIl m-l 2mA2 
Q(A)= -2 l-e • ~ IY(!J -A2)] 
Y=-(m-l) 1 
From Eqs. (1.3) and ~ one can also obtain the following properties2) 7) : 
2 m -l!!..Rll PCR) = m R2m-l • e Ql 
rCm)!J1m 
F(A)=exp (- :~ ,t2) 
QCR) = r tm) r (m, :;: R2) 
P(R)-.nCR;A,af2 ) (a/2=!Jo/2m) 
for A-+=. 
for A-O, 
Corresponding to Eqs. Q4) and ~8), the probability density P (E) becomes 
peE) = mT~Eo (I :0 )m-1 · e mCE+Eo) mT-Eo 
CmT=!Jl,aT2==<CE- E)2>=<CE-mT)2» , 
......... (17) 
.. · .... ··(18) 
..... ····cr!» 
··· .. ·· .. e~ 
......... (21) 
P(R) in Eqs. (18) under the condition {2@ (shown below) coincides with an approximate 
expression derived by Nakagami for two-dimensional case, and P (E) given by Eq. (2:J) 
agrees with one suggested by Rice4) without proof. 
Moreover. Eqs. Q4) and US) give Rice's expressions4 ) 8) when m = 1. Using the normalized 
variable defined by 
1 
Au : A Stationary Part of Uri f 
U=R, Au=A2 for n=2 ; U=E, Au=Eo for n=l, 
x Sm un B un-Au ; 
......... (22) 
both Eqs. ~ and (20) become 
----.LCX+B) 
P(X) = +(1 ~ )m-l • e S Im-1( +V XB): Bessel Distribution2)7) ......... ~ 
X 
X m- 1 - S { COQ( B)n rCm) <m-o( X )} 
r(m)Sm· e • 1 ~£E -5 r(m+n) Ln 5. ••••••••• (24) 
P(X) = Ke-a:X • XY/2 Iy(qVX): Standard Bessel Distribution7> 
.. • .. • .. ·(25) 
where s = any positive number. q = 2v' B/S, a=l/s, II = m-l and K = (1/ v'B)m-l (1/s) 
exp (-B/ s). The equation ¢3) has the following properties2) 7) 
met) == J~oo e tX p(X)dX (p(X) =0, X<O) 
=( 1 -st)-m. exp{Bt/( 1 -st)} (t<1/s), ......... tz1) 
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x = m s + B, 
d x 2(: variance of x) = m S2 + 2Bs. 1 
Similarly Eqs. (18) and (21) become 
l( smun ) 
P(x) - 1 Xm-l - S : r-Distribution; X = ---::==--
- r(m)sm • e un 
......... ~$ 
which is the first term of Eq. (24) CA = 0 ), a Laguerre seriesY The last expression for 
P (x) (or P (R)) gives a good approximation for up to the second moment i2 (or R4), 
under the following set of conditions which are obtained by eliminating s from Eqs. (2$ • 
for X oc R2, ......... !2~ 
m for X oc E . 
IV. A fluctuation phenomenon and its number of dimensions 
In analyzing a natural phenomenon it is needless to say that one should take it as 
naturally as possible. Accordingly, when his only concern is a fluctuating state of the 
phenomenon at hand, the number of dimensions of probability space for the fluctuating 
state can be chosen independently of the number of dimensions of the original space 
where the phenomenon really exists. This fact essentially corresponds to the mutual 
independence between position X of repose and dynamic quantity JX, and also to the 
distinction between "thing in itself" for "thesis" and "phenomenon" for "antithesis". 
This is the reason why a number N has been used as the number of dimensions in 
Sections II and III (therefore m = N/2). From Eqs. (4) and (5) one can see that the 
number N is related to the frequency interval Wand the time interval T. When the n 
one-dimensional random variables in the original space where n is the number of 
dimensions of the original space are mutually independent. the number N obviously 
coincides with n. 
V, The derivation of the Bessel (or gamma) distribution density function from 
various points of view 
( i) Paying attention to the remark in Section IV and noting the independence of 
an's in Eqs. (4), one can derive for an N-dimensional Markoff process X t the following 
equations of diffusion (or parabolic) type by using the Smoluchowski equation, the 
derivation of which is analogous to that of the Fokker-Plank equationY 
8p 8p . 
a;- = -a(s)~-d(s) 4EP (backward) I 
~ = - aCt) ::1 +d(t) 4xP (forward) f ......... ~ 
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N 
Here a(t) and d(t) are velocities of "mean" and "variance", Llx =~ fJ2j8x2i etc. P denotes 
1 
-+ -+ 
a conditional probability density P(x, t I~, s), i. e. a probability that X t lies in an interval 
-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ (x, x + dx] (X=(Xh .. ····.XN]) at time t, given that Xt is equal to ~ =::(~h······,~N] at time 
s. A solution of Eqs. ~~ becomes (cf. Eq. (12) and use Bachelier's method) 
(Xi-[ ~jHjl s;aCU) duJ Y 
__ __ N 1 4,. S:dCu)du 
P (x,t \ ~,S)=!TI Jt e 
1:-1 21t.2 d (u) du 
8 
=1T n (Xi: ei+tlil It a (u)du, 2 It d(u)du) ·········(31) 
i=l 8 8. 
Hence. comparing the last equation with Eq. 02), one finds 
A = J: a(u)du. 
nil = 2 J: d(u)du, 
peR) = ~ ······f P(;,t \ ;'S)RN-1dCtlN (dCL'N=an incremental N-dimensional solid angle). 
CtlN 
For a special case: a(t) = 0, d(t) = do (constant), using Green's formula in N-dimensional 
heat conduction, one can directly derive a similar relation as Eq. (31) and finally the 
first relation of Eqs. (l.B) with 
Ot=4c:!om(t-s), m=N/2. 
( ii ) One can also find Eq. (i4) by applying the N-dimensional polar coordinate 
transformations: 
(Xlo······ .XN)-~(R,9b······ .9N-D 
to Eq. (l2J and using the integral relation: 
Jv(Z). r (JI + +) vn= (-f-) JI • J~ e iZcosO. sin2J18d8. • •••••••• (32) 
(iii) When the N one-dimensional random variables )U's in Eq. (1), each of which is 
normally distributed with mean zero and variance 0 2• are mutually independent. one can 
find from the reproductive property of chi-square distribution 11) 
follows chi-square distribution with N degrees of freedom. Finally, 
P(R) = P(V): 
becomes Eq. (18). 
(iv) By combining Eqs. (1) and (22) with Xktxr (1, m = positive integers) obtained by 
differentiating a characteristic function 
of Eq. (2), Eqs. ~ can be derived. Substituting Eqs. (2&) in the expansion 
met) ==: J~oo etxp(X) dX 
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one obtains the integral equation (2:V for P(X) and its solution ~). 
(v) In the problem of generalized random flights7)9)lO) a probability density P (R) 
of position 
_ s_ 
R=[Xh ··· .. ·.XN)=L:rj 
j=1 
after s independent displacements 
r{=(xlj ... ···· .XNj) 
is necessary. Using the N-dimensional polar coordinate transformations: 
P(Xll ... ···· .XNj)-.. P(rj,611.· .. · .. • 6N-l.1) 
and a permutation: 
derived from the fact that the probability that rj faces any surface element d&(N)j of 
the hypersphere (radius: rj, surface area: S(N)j) is constant, one obtains from Eqs. (1l) 
and (9) 
li-_ 1 
peR) = (r( ~ )/-1. (+) 2 • Joc OR) ~ J NCAR) 
o 2- 1 
s { J -f- 1 CArj) } 
• 1T N d..t (- : mean with respect to rj) 
1=1 ( ..t~f )2- 1 ......... (34} 
For a special case of s=2, following equations are obtained. 
22]1-1 rlrZ r(v + !) peR) == ~(_l_)ZV r(v+ 1) • (R2_(rl- r2)zy-!. [(rl+r2)2-R2Y-! I 
peR) == ~ R (N 2) (35) 
1C V {RZ - (rl - r2)2} {(rl +rz)2 - R2} == f ........ . 
peR) = ~(N= 3) .... · .. ··for Irl-rzl<R<lrl+rzl. 
2rlr Z 
P(R) =0 .... · .... for R<lrl-r21.lrl+rzl<R<=. . ........ (36) 
When 
rj==rjo(constant .i.e. P(rf) ==lJ(rj-r10)), 
Q(R) == J:P(R)dR 
s 
agrees with watson's result and if R> L; r jO, 
j=1 
peR) ==0. 
_ s_ 
Now a problem-R == L: rj under constraints 
f=O 
- - -ro==A (con~tant) and Irj\ == r(constant ; j~O) 
is considered. By the "method of steepest descent9)" F(A) given by Eq. (33) is found to agree 
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with Eq. (t3) approximately. Accordingly, Eq. ~ can be derived by the procedure stated 
in Section III. 
C vi) Using the method of convolution of distribution and that of steepest descent, 
the characteristic function 
met!, ...... ,tN) = -IT mj(t1 ....... ,tN)eitIA of P(Xt, " .... ,XN) (R=(Xl,""" ,XN]) 
F=l 
in case (v) can be approximated by that in case (iv), that is, one gets Eq. (12). The rest 
of procedures to derive P(R} in Eq. (14) is shown in the above. 
-+ -+ 
If P constant vectors A/s are given for A, Eq. (14) becomes an approximate expression 
under the relation 
A=/ -IT A2 
;==1 j 
VI. A series solution of the problem of generalized random flights 
According to an analogy of the "continuity theorem" by Levy one will find that when 
F(A} in Eq. (10) tends to Fo (A) (namely, F(A)=Fo(A) (1+ L:CnAn)) P(R) in Eq. (9) correspondingly 
1 
tends Po(R). Now setting Fo(..t) equal to F(A) in Eqs. (1.8), F(A) in Eq. (10) can be expanded as 
follows.1l 
_~"Il 
F (Ii) = e <1m • [1 + ~2 Cn ~2n J. C1 = 0, 
n (-l)kr(m)J'h gln-k 
Cn=k~ 22k. k!r(m+k) • (n-k)!(4m)n k 
1 
f 
••••••••• (36) 
Substituting this: formula in Eq. (9), one can derive after some tedious calculations (cf. 
Eqs. (22))6J 
......... (37) 
X 
Xm-l -S{ 00 n Xk. mk. L<m- D ( X )} P(X) = - r(m)Sm e • 1 + ~2 ~o (- 1 )k nCk (m)k. ( ()k n S t 
......... (38) 
8m 
X = u;-un (U=R for n=2, U=E for n= 1). 
Under the conditions: Eqs. (1), Q2), the above P(R) (or P(X)) reduces to its own first term 
as given by Eq. (is) (or Eq. (?6)) since 
(m)ngl 
gn=--;n:n- «m)n=r(m+n)/r(m)). 
In case of correlated random flights the effect of correlation is taken care of in the 
calculation: 
(
88 ___ -)k 
.fJk = R2k = 77 (rj+ A)(ri+ A) . 
For the same problem of S uncorrelated random flights with A = 0, as in case (v) of 
Section V, Eq. (37) becomes (! ~! =ro; j=\=D) 
( sr04 N ) Ql=O, Q2= - 32m2(m+ 1) , m = -2-
Qn = 1; [> ~ __ s_! --DorD18Dat ...... ] 
£=0 r+s+t+ ... =s r!s!t!u!······ 
s+2t+3u+···=1 
Cn-l)!(4m)n-L ' 
C - 1 )nrCm) 
Dn = 22n • n!rCm+n); !J1=sr02. 
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•...•. "'(39) 
For a special case when s approaches infinity one can get the following asymptotic 
expression. 7) 91 
I 
f 
• .. • .... ·(40) 
This agrees with the result of Rayleigh when N = 2 and 3. Similarly, letting Fo(,i) = Eq. 
(1.3), one can obtain relations corresponding to Eqs. (37), (39) whose first terms are equal to 
Eq. ~. 
VII. Joint probability density function for many kinds of random processes and joint 
gamma distribution density 
So far the discussion has been limited to a single random process. but it is often 
necessary to consider a joint probability density of the form P(Rh R2J .. · .. ·,Rk) where 
N 
Rj =,E x~/j=1,2, .. ·· .. ,K) 
l=l 
for the following three cases : 
( i) correlated Brownian motions -- there exist correlations among more than two 
Brownian processes of particles, 
Cii) random phase or amplitude distribution -- as in the case of "diversity reception", 
one can observe that an electromagnetic wave received simultaneously at more than two 
distinct points has a random phase or amplitude distribution due to the difference of 
spatial distance and time, that of propagation constant, and frequency selectivity, 
(iii) highly polymerized compounds --there are correlations among more than two 
free chains in one or above two highly polymerized compounds. From the integrals (6) 
and (7) the following expressions are obtained in a similar way as given in Section II 
(cf. Eqs. (9),(10), and (t1))10) : 
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where 
K JmJ- l(A,trJ) 
FOb A2· .. ··• .AK) = If r(mJ)(ljl ) m' 1 j=l '! jrj }-
&CNl) &CN2) ...... &~NK) 
K 1 J ... J f· .. J .. ·J .. ·j·CF(,ull ... ·.,ulNt;· .. ;,uKlo .. ·.,uKNK) 
1T SeN}) (,u11.·· ·,ujNJ)-J> (Aj /Plt." •... tp JNJ-t) 
J=l 
_ .,,/1i NJ. NJ 
SCNJ) - r (1 +NJI2) 
••• ...... (41) 
......... (@ 
and d& (NJ) denote respectively the surface area and incremental surface area of N r 
dimensional unit hyper sphere. When Rj 's are mutually independent, i. e. when 
K 
P(RI ... • .. •• Ric) = If P(RJ). j=t 
Eq. (42) reduces to 
Specially when K=2 and N 1=N2=N, one can derive after some calculations2)6) 7)10) 
.... ••• .. (45) 
where each of P (Ri) is given by the first relation of Eqs. ~8) when R is replaced with 
Ri and Pr denote the correlation coefficient of R12 and R Z2. Normalization by 
Xi = S" m Uin; IUinj (Ui=Ri for ni=2. Ui=Ei for ni=1. i=l. 2) 
results in a joint gamma distribution corresponding to Eq. ~ as follows. 
1 (/ XtX2 )m-l - l~pJ :: + :: } (2VPc/XtX2) 
r(m)SIS2( 1 -px) S1S2PX e Im - 1 1 -P,,- 91S2 
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·········(46) 
Here P(Xt ) is given by Eq. ~ (8=8i) when X is interchanged with Xi and Px denotes 
the correlation coefficient of Xl and X2• From the same consideration as in case (iv) of 
Section V Eq. (46) can be obtained as a solution of an integral equation : 
· .. · .... ·(4'n 
Eqs. €y), (46) have the following properties. 
(i) When m=P/2 (P=I. 2, ...... ) and 8£=2, Eqs. (46) and (47) express respectively 
the joint chi-square probability density (Px2 (XIt X2)) with P degrees of freedom and 
its moment generating function. 
(ii) When P pairs of (Xli, X2J) (j= 1,2, ...... , P) follow 
n (Xl" X2j; aft bJ; aXlJ. aX2j; Po) (XIt X2) where 
P 
X2 = :E CXaJ- bJ/qxaJ)2 
have the probability density Px2 (XIt X2) with P degrees of freedom in case (i) (Px=Po 2, 
a constant). 
(iii) When aj = bJ = 0 and aXij are constant in case (ii), (R lJ R2) where 
have the joint probability density function expressed by Eq. ~ with 
m=P/2, 
Pr=Po2, 
Qli =Ri2 =P. q2XiJ 
Allowing approximation by the first and second moment, one may use Eq. (44) for any 
nonnormal random variables under the constraint 
m=Qli2/CRi2-J21i)2 0=1,2). 
(iv) When n pairs of (XtK• X 2K) (K = 1, ...... , n) have respectively joint probability 
density functions P(X1K, X 2K) of the same form as Eq. (46) under the conditions 
St = constant 0::::: 1. 2) , 
P x = constant. 
(X lt X2) where 
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n 
X" = :E Xil,: 0=1, 2) 
k=l 
have the joint probability density given by Eq. (46) with 
n 
m = ::Emk. 
k=l 
This shows the reproductive property of joint ganuna distribution and similarly PX2(X1 
X2) in case (i) has the same reproductive propertylll as chi-square distribution shows. 
( v) When there is a constant correlation given by 
1Jf(')=P(J· (J2 (power spectral density: hew)). 
between Xl} and X2i in case (iii), under the ergodic assumption and with the help of the 
Wiener-Khinchine theorem, autocorrelation function ¢(,) and power spectral density H(w) 
of R(t) (continuous stationary time series, Rl = R(t), Rz = R (t+,)) are expressed as 
(see Eqs. (44) and (45)) 
21l'(J2 (1 .1 W(.)2) 
¢(.)= {B(m.V)2 2Fl -2' -2: m: ~ m=P/2.p=1.2 ... ·• .. ....... (48) 
(J2 Joo (1 1 
Hew) = {B(m,D}2· _oJF1 -2' -2: m ; 
* J~oo h(w)*h(w)eiWTdw) e-iwrdr ·· .. ·····(49) 
(J2 7t/2 {B(m.i)}2 D(w)+ m(J2 {BCm. i)} 2 h(w)*h(w) +.......... . ........ (50) 
(D. C. Component) (-Jo-A. C. Component-Jo-) 
Specially when P=2, Eq. (48) coincides with the result of Lawson and Uhlenbeck. 
VIII. Applications to stochastic processes in physics 
The above expressions for P(R) and P (RIJ R2) are useful to analyze noise, fading or 
highly polymerized compound. when R or Rh R2 denotes envelope amplitude or size of 
the highly polymerized compound (N=any positive integer, see Section III). 
Furthermore, Eqs. t1&) explain the Brownian motion of colloidal particle when R is an 
arrival distance after t seconds (gl=2NDt, D=diffusion coefficient), while the velocity 
distribution of Maxwell-Boltzmann when R is the momentum in three-dimensional velo-
city space. The poisson distribution density function or L. Smith's expression in quantum 
noise may be regarded as a discrete version of Eq. (;1.8) or Eq. ~. 
The parameters m, gIJ mT, etc. in the above expressions of probability density can 
be estimated by the theory of estimationlll. For instance, the estimates of parameters m 
and gl for P(R) in Eqs. (;1.8) can be obtained by the "method of maximum likelihood" 
corresponding to the "method of moment" for Eq. (2$ Cor case Ciii) of Section VII). One 
can easily show the maximum likelihood estimates for g1 and m are 
log m -1Jf(m) = log (!J I / ~I fi- Ri2 ) •• .. • .... (52) 
i=l 
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1 (arithmetic mean of Ri2) 
= og (geometric mean of Ri2) , ......... (53) 
where (RIo R2 ,····· ·,Rn) are random samples and W(m) denotes Di-gamma function. 
R. A. Fisher has shown that maximum likelihood estimate contains every information 
on unknown parameters which samples can produce. 
On the other hand, by using "Lagrange's method of indeterminate coefficients" and 
"calculus of variation" one can show that the gamma distribution density P(E) given dy 
Eq. (21) corresponding to the above-mentioned P(R) (in Eqs. (18)) has a maximum entropy 
under the conditions: 
( i) when E<O, P(E) = 0, 
(ii) means of energy E (=mT), and its db value 10 10glO (E/mT) , remain constant. 
The gamma distribution density (of. Eq. (21) or ~6)) is essentially given by the first term 
of Laguerre expansion for nonnegative functional, while normal distribution density is 
given as the first term of corresponding Hermite expansion, therefore Eq. $8; (or Eq. 
(37)) may be considered to correspond to Gram-Charier's polynomial for random variables 
defined over (-=, =). 
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